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LASER SCANNING VIBROMETRY APPLIED TO EVALUATE THE QUALITY
OF VALVE PLATES IN LPG INJECTION SYSTEM
The article presents the basics of laser vibrometry and basics of introducing LPG injection
system into ordinary car engine. It also shows examples of research results conducted using
laser vibrometry in order to evaluate the quality of LPG injection bus. All the measurements
where taken using Polytec vibrometer and this article presents the principles of conducting
research using this equipment.
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1. LPG injection basics
The LPG injection systems are built because of
increasing popularity of this fuel. They are not designed to replace the standard gas installation just to
complement and give alternative [1]. Unfortunately
using that kind of fuel comes with difficulties. The
volume of the gas in its liquid state is 120 times smaller
than in the aeriform. Because of that the LPG injection
buses have big diameters of fuel tubes. The big mass
of the components of such buses creates the problem
of inertia of the elements. Good LPG supply system
must have very good dynamic characteristic but also
recurrent opening and closing times for the valves.
Opening of the valve is conducted in two steps. In
the first big current is supplied to the coil in order to
open the valve fast, in the second step the current is
decreased to the level that is enough to keep the valve
opened what prevents the electromagnet from overheating. The proper bus design and controller might
significantly decrease these problems [2].
The whole LPG injection system is controlled by
the separate computer. The relationship between this
one and the central computer of the car is “parasitical”
that means that CPU doesn’t know that the current fuel
supplied to the injection system is LPG and not regular
gasoline. Control of the injection requires:
- measuring the time of the gasoline injection
- conversion of the signal to the data for the LPG
CPU
- synchronization of the injector opening time
between gasoline and LPG injectors
In order to conduct effective control LPG system
CPU requires to know the following parameters:
- time of injection
- adjustment to the characteristic of the gas injector

- adjustment to the voltage in car’s electrical installation
- correction for the change of gas density
It is also important to include in the design the
delays in signal propagation between car’s computer
and the LPG CPU. Those delays are smaller than milliseconds but even such small differences may cause
problems. If the time of opening of LPG injector valves is shorter than for fuel injectors there might be
problems on idle gear. When it is too long the engine
might not achieve full power.
The proper valves opening time is based on the
value given by the car’s computer and is modified
to include an adjustment for the gas temperature and
pressure and also a correction for individual characteristics of the bus. The LPG computer has safety
procedures built in to protect the car engine against
working in unfavorable conditions. When the oxygen sensor signal tells that there might be something
wrong, there is a pressure or temperature decrease
the CPU will switch back to gasoline and turn on the
alarm in the cabin.

2. Laser vibrometry principles
Laser vibrometry is based on the principle of
detecting the Doppler shift in the laser beam [3, 4].
Light of the laser is scattered on the surface of the test
subject and the phenomenon of the Doppler frequency
shift allows to estimate vibrations. It is achieved by
measuring the velocity component lying along the
laser beam. The strength of light interference pattern
between the measuring and reference beam is measured in order to obtain measurements because direct
demodulation of the laser light is impossible. Frequency is equal to the difference between the original
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and reference beam. The laser beam is divided into
measure and reference beam. The photo detector measures the intensity of the light in the point where two
beams interfere. The light intensity varies periodically
and a phase change corresponds to a displacement. The
rate of phase change is proportional to the velocity
of vibration of the tested surface v. This leads to the
Dopler formula.
The detector signal is sinusoidal and that is the
reason why the direction of vibration is ambiguous.
There are two possible solutions in order to get directional sensitivity:
• adding an optical frequency shift in one arm of the
interferometer to obtain virtual velocity offset
• adding polarization components and an additional
photo receiver in such a way, that at the interferometer output a second homodyne signal occurs
being in quadrature to the primary photo detector
output
The most common is the first solution which is
introduced to the interferometer design by adding
to one of the arms a Bragg Cell (an acoustic optic
modulator) running at frequencies 40Mhz or higher,
which generates the carrier signal at RF drive. This
type of interferometer is called heterodyne interferometer (Fig. 1).
And now the equitation for the intensity is:
I ( t ) = I R I M R + 2 K I R I S R cos( 2Π [ f B − f D ] t + Φ )
That design of interferometer has a big advantage
there Is no disturbance from an ambient noise and hum.
The other design is the quadrature homodyne
interferometer (Fig. 2). It is built by adding wave
retardation plates, a polarizing beam splitter and
a second detector in the manner that is shown on the
figure below.
The linear polarized laser is used to give a 45°
polarization state. The light of the reference beam
passes eight times through retardation plate in order
to come back to the beam splitter circularly polarized.
That is the sum of two orthogonal polarization states
which are separated into two by the polarizing beam

Fig. 1. Heterodyne interferometer
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splitter situated in front of the detectors. This kind of
interferometer is simpler to design and built but the
non-linear behavior of the components causes harmonic distortions of the measurement signal.
The process of decoding signals from the interferometer takes place in the modulator block which
generates a modulated RF carrier with the help of an
oscillator at the frequency fB.
For signal decoding one can process the phase to
produce a displacement output or carry out an FM
demodulation to provide the vibration velocity

3. The measurements, applying laser scanning vibrometry
The goal is to measure micro vibrations on the
surface of valve plates in LPG injection system. In
order to achieve that a transparent plate was introduced to the (Fig. 3) bus design and the laser beam was
projected onto the vibrating valve plates.

Fig. 3. Bus with introduced transparent plate

It is believed that by measuring the micro vibrations it will be possible to introduce some changes to
the design of the valve elements in order to improve
its performance by changing dynamic features.
During the measurements two methods were used
Fast Fourier Transformation and Fast Scan.
First one allows scanning the whole range of frequencies but is significantly slower than the other that
only takes measurements around a certain value.
The LPG system was set two the following parameters when measurements were taken:
• 3000 RPM
• 2 ms time of injection
• simultaneous time of valve opening

Fig. 2. Quadrature homodyne interferometer
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At these parameters velocity of moving plates goes
up to 50 mm/s (Fig. 4).
The method of measuring micro displacements in
the whole construction might be applied in quality check
process. The proper installation of the system might
enable a very fast verification of every produced bus.
In Fast Scan mode the measurement time was around
1 minute but when the mesh is simplified it is believed
that the time might be decreased significantly.
During the research process one more aspect has
been discovered. There were big differences in the values obtained what shows how manual assembly process
might influence the characteristics of the device. The
construction is very gentle and very vulnerable to the

slightest change what might be observed on the results
from the series of measurements taken after disassembly of the bus each time. The construction of the device
includes the suspension for the valve plates that is built from the rubber band and a metal spring. Slightest
change in position of those two elements influenced
the results a lot. These differences might be seen on the
picture below (Fig. 5). The moment is the same.
The vibrometer software allows displaying color
maps of displacement magnitude, an example is shown
on Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Amplitude of the valve plate

a)

b)

Fig. 5. Differences a) before b) after disassembling and assembling
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4. Conclusions
For the parameters used the most interesting range
of frequencies was around 20 Hz. However using the
Fast Fourier Transformation mode of scanning enables
to see the displacement of the plates in other range
a)

of frequencies. On the pictures 6 and 7 the magnitude of displacement is shown at frequency of 25 Hz.
The amplitude is measured in μm and at for example
571 Hz it is nm.

b)

Fig. 6. Displacement magnitude at 25Hz a) beginning of the cycle b) end of the cycle

a)

b)

Fig. 7. Displacement magnitude at 571Hz a) beginning of the cycle b) middle cycle
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